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1 Introduction
Cloud computing provides distributed infrastructure and
elastic computing power for the needs of organisations
of different sizes. There exist a number of different
types cloud-based business process (BP) services for

a single organisation, namely IaaS BP services, PaaS
BP services, and SaaS BP services. In collaborative
organisations cloud computing is a good way to provide
interconnection for the participants. In this context,
cloud based business process management can also
be an ideal solution for collaborative business process
management; cloud-based solutions provide on-demand
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services and resources in a distributed way to support
flexbility and agility of collaborative business processes.
From an overall perspective industrial incidents are
inevitable. Some of them relate to our everyday life and
may have strong adverse impacts on our society and
economy. Managing incidents generally involves multiple
parties/organisations. The aim of incident management
is to reduce the impact of the incidents and it requires
joint efforts from all involved stakeholders. The process
of handling incidents is a typical collaborative process
with urgency and short duration of use.
There are different solutions for supporting
collaborative processes across multiple organisations,
such as setting e-contracts among involved partners’
systems (Xu and Jeusfeld, 2003), (Kutvonen et al., 2005),
(Kutvonen et al., 2007) as well as service orchestration
and choreography among different organisations
(Leymann et al., 2002; Xu, 2011). The above mentioned
solutions are however designed to support long-term,
fixed, trusted collaborative processes where the value of
repeatability and reliability is high.
A consequence of this is that in practice, many
short term, low frequency processes are not computer
supported due to implementation complexity. In
a collaborative context this complexity is even
more relevant. This implementation complexity of
collaborative business process automation depends on
the flexibility of the process to be automated, the
cardinality of participating business processes and the
correlation of collaborating process instances (Xu et al.,
2013a).
In this paper, we provide a cloud-based business
process solution for these fast changing collaborative
business processes, i.e. a cloud-based collaborative
business process solution for multiple organisations
involved in incident notification processes. Main
contributions of this research are threefold:
• An architecture meta-model; specified to
support collaborative business processes. The
architecture meta-model is used to design a
concrete architecture and to further analyse the
performance of the proposed solutions.
• An incident and maintenance notification case
shows the agility of collaborative process. The case
is used to explain the design and implementation
of BPaaS for supporting collaborative business
processes.
• A simulation based analysis of service improvement
and computing power costs of the provided
solution.

1.1 Background for Cloud-based Business Process
Management
The Internet is the predominant conduit for information
exchange. In this role it has fundamentally changed
how business is conducted, improving connectivity and
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availability at very low cost. Cloud computing allows
the use of computing resources in a pay-per-use manner
as well as regarding these resources as elastic (Bouvry,
2014; Duipmans et al., 2014).
In the cloud computing age, business process
management systems have also adapted themselves
to cloud environments. Different concepts related to
business process management systems have appeared
from various sources, i.e. Business Process as a Service
(BPaaS), Business Process Management as a Service
(BPMaaS), workflows in cloud, etc .
Even for the concept of Business Processes as
a Service (BPaaS) there are different definitions.
Accorsi (2011) defines the BPaaS Cloud computing
model as a special SaaS provision model in which
enterprise could offerings provide models for the
modelling, utilization, customization, and (distributed)
execution of business processes. The earlier work of
Papazoglou and van den Heuvel (2011) corresponds to
this BPaaS definition by Accorsi. This approach to
BPaaS emphasizes a focus on enterprise specific services.
It lets developers create unique end-to-end business
processes that are usually syndicated with other external
services (possibly provided by diverse SaaS providers).
This BPaaS approach requires effective management
of cloud resources (Papazoglou and van den Heuvel,
2011). Cloud syndications at the SaaS level are termed
BPaaS (Bentounsi et al., 2016). Abovementioned BPaaS
definitions view BPaaS as a special SaaS model.
There are, however, later BPaaS definitions which
have a view of BPaaS beyond BPaaS as only a special
SaaS model. Woitsch and Utz (2015) define BPaaS as a
concept where models and semantics are applied to align
business processes with cloud deployed workflows. In this
approach BPaaS (Zhang and Zhou, 2009) can be any
type of business process to be delivered through cloud
infrastructure (Xu et al., 2013a).
Further cloud-based business process applications
and implementations related to BPaaS concepts can be
identified from (Han et al., 2010; Santos and Pires, 2012;
Duipmans et al., 2014), etc. These cloud-based business
process applications are implemented across the SaaS
paradigm.
The perspective of BPaaS used in this paper is
thus based on this perspective to mean that BPaaS
is a concept in models and semantics are applied to
align business processes with cloud deployed business
processes and business process management. Based on
a cloud delivery model, BPaaS usage has further been
classified as SaaS based Business Process Service (SaaS
BP Service), PaaS based Business Process Service (PaaS
BP Service), and IaaS based Business Process Service
(IaaS BP Service). As workflows are specific business
processes (Van Der Aalst et al., 2003), workflows in the
cloud can thus be seen as a kind of BPaaS.
SaaS BP Services provide process-oriented
capabilities as ready-made solutions for smaller
organisations or specific business functions or
departments of big organisations. An example of this
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is the cloud-based Salesforce CRM. SaaS BP services
provide users a cloud-based BP solution as a preconfigured system where all business processes are
predefined or only slightly modified based upon simple
configuration variables (Xu et al., 2013a). A significant
advantage of using SaaS based BP services is that it
forgoes the need of specialist administration as well as
up-front investments and later maintenance in software
and hardware.
When existing BPM systems migrate to cloud-based
platform services, it is seen as PaaS BP services. PaaS
BP is effectively defined as the provision of process
execution as a platform for custom processes. The
engines run in the cloud and execute different business
processes for different users or organisations. BPMaaS
can thus be viewed as a special PaaS BP service model
of BPaaS that fits particularly well with migration of
existing processes.
Individual users or organisations specify their
business logic and process models according to their
individual needs. These business process models are then
executed by the business process engine in the cloud.
Different users i.e. organisations are not sharing business
process models, instead the PaaS cloud providers offer a
reliable business process management platform, business
process execution, data storage capabilities, etc. PaaS
BP services save the costs of expensive hardware and
BPM software, as well as the maintenance cost, e.g. the
cost of updating software. Multiple organisations share
same business process management platforms and each
of them is responsible for its business process design,
process models, and data.
It is also possible to migrate existing BPM
systems onto cloud infrastructure, i.e. a new hardware
environment, which can be seen as IaaS based BP
services. The only change for the organisation is
where the BP systems runs. The organisation owns
its software, such as the business process management
system and other artefacts, for example, business
process logics/models, process activities, and data. VPN
(Virtual Private Network) connections with the provider
can make the internal systems available. The advantage
is that the organisation does not need to do maintenance
and/or to update the hardware, which is taken care of
by the infrastructure cloud provider.
From a general cloud classification perspective, the
above mentioned cloud-based BP services, i.e. SaaS
BP services, PaaS BP services, IaaS BP services,
are generally classified as cloud-based BP services,
i.e. BPaaS. These general views focus on providing
on-demand platforms (i.e. PaaS BP services) and
software over the Internet (i.e. SaaS BP services) in
addition to selling traditional software licenses for server
installations. Elastic Business Process Management (EBPM) (Stefan et al., 2015) recently emerges a new trend
to execute processes on resource elasticity of a cloudenabled BP system. E-BPM does not conclusively belong
in any of the groups of SaaS BP services, PaaS BP
services, or IaaS BP Services. It can be configured such

that it is a SaaS BP service, PaaS BP service, or IaaS
BP Service or combination thereof. However, E-BPM is
also viewed as a kind of BPaaS.

1.2 Collaborative Business Process Management
Collaborative business processes exist not only in a
single company between different departments/divisions,
but also among different organisations. These interorganization processes can strongly benefit from cloud
based BPM. To determine the best ways to do so
it is important to review the different technologies
and approaches that support collaborative business
processes.
A review by Niehaves and Plattfaut (2011)
finds that most cross-organizational collaborative
business processes can be found from global value
chains(Gereffi et al., 2005) (Sia et al., 2008),
production networks(Sturgeon, 2002), interconnected
firm (Lavie, 2006), collaboration dynamics(Afuah, 2001),
outsourcing(Katila and Mang, 2003), etc. Research
fields such as business process management, workflow
systems, and computerized information systems, are
considering design, deployment and implementation
related information systems to support above mentioned
applications.
Contract or agreement based collaboration
approaches have been broadly used to support virtual
enterprises (Gou et al., 2003)(Xu et al., 2010), supply
chains (Muckstadt et al., 2001), inter-organisations
(Norta and Grefen, 2007), and e-commerce (Xu and
Jeusfeld, 2003), (Kutvonen et al., 2005), (Kutvonen
et al., 2007). Collaboration processes can be also
supported by service orchestration and choreography
(Leymann et al., 2002), (Xu, 2011) among different
organisations.
The prevalence of collaborative activities among
organizations means that their management is a
significant issue. Mu et al. (2011) provide a modeldriven BPM approach for designing a Mediation
Information System. Such a collaborative BPM approach
is classically dedicated to design process cartography for
three types of goals: (i) certify the modelled organization,
(ii) optimize the processes of the organization, and
(iii) define the requirements for the information system
design of the organization.
Other work has explored additional support for
collaborative processes execution and management.
Blanc et al. (2007) describe evolution management of
supply chains. Norta and Grefen (2007) discover patterns
for inter-organizational business process collaboration.
Verification of collaborative processes’ deadlock-freeness
is discussed in by Klai et al. (2011). Collaborative process
modelling related issues are discussed by zur Muehlen
et al. (2005), Liu and Shen (2003), Xu et al. (2013a), and
Xu et al. (2010).
The existing process modelling techniques provide
different business process capabilities. Various process
modelling techniques have a graphical notation, e.g.
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BPMN (OMG, 2006), Workflow Nets (van der Aalst,
1996), YAWL (Van Der Aalst et al., 2004), EPC
(Keller et al., 2009) etc. Other business process
modelling techniques, generally not graphical, support
declarative business process modelling, which allows
specifying processes through a formalism (generally
Linear Temporal Logics (LTL)) meaning that the control
flow is implicitly defined by the constraints of the
processes, e.g. DECLARE (Pesic et al., 2007).
Business artifacts (Nigam and Caswell, 2003) allow
for the definion of an operational model of business
processes in which the changes and evolution of business
data, or business entities are considered as the main
driver of the processes. Although this and other artefactcentric business processes are founded on a wellestablished theory, the level of technological support is
still not sufficient. The technical challenges to support
cloud-based artifact-centric business processes has been
extensively explored by Sun et al. (2014), Sun et al.
(2016), and Yu et al. (2015).
The main difference between workflow based business
processes and artefact-centric business processes is how
to treat the data involved in process. In workflow
based business process systems data is not seen as
the driver of the process. Instead, workflow based
business processes are centered around the control flow.
The well-known workflow control-flow patterns (Russell
et al., 2006) characterise the range of control flow
constructs that might be encountered when modelling
and analysing workflows. The work also considers data
patterns (Russell et al., 2005) aiming to capture the
various ways in which data is represented and utilised in
workflows.
Based on the well-established base of workflow
based business processes and the technical challenges of
artefact-centric business process management this paper
addresses the problem from the workflow perspective
as set out in the workflow patterns work. In line with
the workflow patterns being descriptive with an aim of
completeness describing all used approaches rather than
prescriptive we support neither all workflow control-flow
patterns nor all workflow data patterns.
The possibility of business processes spanning
multiple parties, i.e. collaborative business processes
enables competition and efficiencies of jointly achieving
business goals (Kutvonen et al., 2005). Based on this
premise Kutvonen et al. explore how cloud-based BPM
can be useful in supporting those collaborative enterprise
needs.
In general, collaborative business processes involve
many partners, activities and data. Different activities
are naturally executed by different partners. Data related
to different activities is often seen as sensitive by its
owners. As such it is not desirable to expose much data
to other partners in the collaborative business process.
Only agreed data and messages should be allowed to be
passed to the agreed partners. This implies that data and
the execution of activities must be distributed amongst
the partners in the collaborative business process. The
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collaborative process model does however require the
coordination of different activities as they are executed
by different partners towards a common goal. The
collaborative process itself could be shared among the
partners even if the data and activity implementation is
kept confidential.
The case of industrial incident and maintenance
management in a modern regulated energy market
as presented in Section 2 exposes the issues of data
confidentiality and robustness well. The case exposes
fast change and dynamic processes. While it does have
relevance to the case, resource elasticity of cloud-enabled
business process management is out of scope for this
paper.
Section 3 presents an architecture meta-model that
supports collaborative businesss processes with data and
activity confidentiality and sharing restrictions. This
model is used in Section 4 as the basis of the architecture
for a cloud based incident notifcation system. The service
improvment of such a system is analysed in Section 5.
Section 6 evaluates the performance. A review of related
work in Section 7, leading to the conclusion in Section 8.

2 Motivating Case
The case for BPaaS is well-illustrated through the
example of incident and maintenance management in
the Spanish electricity system. This system is typical
of modern liberalized electricity systems with complex
relationships among parties may simultaneously be
collaborators as well as competitors. In addition to this
complex relationship, there is a non-trivial regulatory
framework that allows competition in this traditionally
monopolistic market.
The Spanish electricity system is formed of a
high-voltage electric power transmission network and
grid connecting power stations and substations to
transport electricity from where it is generated to
where it is needed. Electricity transmission starts from
power stations where energy is generated from various
sources by generators. The generated electricity is then
transformed for transport over the nationwide high
voltage transport network (up to 400kV). When the
electricity reaches transformer substations (owned by
the various distributors), the voltage is reduced to a
local distribution level (132kV). This voltage is then
supplied to the largest industrial users as well as to
distribution substations. There the voltage is reduced to
a medium level (12.5 kV) for local distribution, either
as end-product to larger industrial customers or through
neighbourhood transformers for consumers and small
businesses.
There are a number of stakeholders in the Spanish
electricity system, each fulfilling various roles in the
overall process of electricity generation and delivery.
Many of the well-established, former government,
parties play many of the roles in the system. The
unavoidably monopolistic and critical roles of market
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operator (OMEL) and system operator (REE) remain
in government hands. Other roles in the system are
energy producers, carriers, distributors, marketers, and
consumers.

2.1 Incident Notification Concerns in the Spanish
Electricity System
The process of delivering electricity to a single customer
involves an entire chain of roles (and therefore actors).
The delivery of electricity to a single geographic group
(for example, a street) of customers likely involves
many more marketers. Given that most distributors,
which have the function of distributing electrical energy,
are also active as marketers on a national level
these distributors generally act both as each other’s
collaborators/customers as well as competitors.
Incidents in the electricity system can occur anywhere
and anytime. These incidents, ranging from signal errors,
cabling problems to serious substation overloads, will
affect energy supply, lead to power cuts or even generate
a further huge impact to the community and economy.
Handling
and
resolving
incidents
requires
coordination throughout the electricity system. As result
of an incident on July 23rd, 2007 at the Collblanch
substation in Spain, around 320,000 people were affected
by energy cuts between 6 to 60 hours long (Press, 2013).
A lack of information for the population resulted in
disturbances on Barcelona’s streets. After this incident,
it became clear that effective incident management
includes effective and timely informing of customers
without relying on suddenly overloaded call-centres.
The information provided should not only acknowledge
the existence of an issue but also provide information
on progress and estimated resolution timelines. When
appropriate, follow-up notifications should be given to
all or interested customers.
Table 1

3 Architecture Meta-model
To aid in the description and analysis of the use of cloud
based business process management in collaborative
cases we present an architecture meta model. This
architecture meta-model describes which object types
are relevance, and which relations may exist among
them, i.e. which partners are involved in which activities
in which process models and handles which data, etc.
A service-oriented collaborative business process
deployment is a specific deployed service with its
configuration parameters. A deployed collaborative
process model pm ∈ PM is defined as a BPMN model
with additional deployment data:
Definition 1 (Process model components)
Process models consist of a number of related
components. The sets of these components are:
Ac
The set of possible activities
Ev ⊆ Ac
The set of possible events
Fl
The set of possible flows
between process nodes
Gw
The set of possible gateways
St
The set of possible start nodes
En
The set of possible end nodes
Ni = Ac ∪ Gw
The set of inner process nodes
Nd = Ni ∪ St ∪ En
The set of all process nodes
Pa
The set of possible partners
Dt
The set of possible data types
Dd = P(Dt)
The set of possible activity
data anotations
dataTypes: Ac → P(Dt) Retrieve the data annotations
from an activity
Definition 2 (Gateway types) There are different
types of gateways, either split (Sp) or join (Jo), in
form of “and” (Sp and , Jo and ), “or” (Sp or , Jo or ), and
“xor”(exclusive or) (Sp xor , Jo xor ).
Gw = Sp and ∪ Sp xor ∪ Sp or ∪ Jo and ∪ Jo xor ∪ Jo or

Activity Specifications

Activities
Activity 1:
Activity 2:
Activity 3:
Activity 4:
Activity 5:
Activity 6:
Activity 7:
Activity 8:
Activity 9:
Activity 10:
Activity 11:
Activity 12:

Description of Activity
Receive Alarm
Received Affected Information
Notifying Distributors
Receive Incident Information by Marketers
Receive Incident Information by OMEL
Receive Incident Information by REE
Monitoring disruption and publish information
Publish Information
Receive Confirmation of Notification
Receive Confirmation of Notification
Confirming Incident Over
Receive Confirmation of Notification

Activity Performer
REE
Distributors
REE
Marketers
OMEL
REE
Distributors
Marketers
OMEL
REE
Distributors
Distributors
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Definition 3 (Process models) Given the previously
defined sets, the following operations on process models
can be defined:
• flows : Pm → P(Fl ) presents the process flows in
a process model (Fl Pm );
• innerNodes : Pm → P(Ni ) denotes the
nodes of a process model (Ni Pm ); and

inner

• terminals : Pm → P(St ∪ En) show the start and
end nodes in a process model.
Process models represent business processes and include
possible activities and gateways; the start and end nodes
in a process model; and flows between process activities
and gateways.
Definition 4 (Activities and Partners) Activities
(Ac) are executed by a single partner (Pa). Partners can
execute multiple activities within a process. In addition,
partner can involve in multiple processes. An activity is
executed by one partner.
All activities in any model that a specific partner is
involved in is defined through the relation pa → P(Ac).
The
activities : Pm × Pa → P(Ac)
relation
represents the activities within a specific process model
that a partner is involved in, i.e.
activities(pm, pa) = Ac pa ∩ In pm
partner : Ac → Pa is the partner that executes a
particular activity.
There is a reflective relationship between partners and
activities:
pa = partner (ac) ↔ ac ∈ activities(pa)
Definition 4 delineates the relationships between
partners, activities and process models. The definitions
are sufficient to determine which partners execute which
activities in which process models. Table 1 shows what
the values are in the motivation case (Section 2).
Each row represents an activity, a description, and the
performer of the activity. For example, REE performs
activities 1, 3, 6, and 10.
Figure 2 shows the process model at the basis for
Table 1. The figure provides a detailed specification of
the activities including which partners perform which
activities. For example, the first row of the Table
1 represents Activity 1 is ‘Receive Alarm’ which is
performed by REE. In the implementation of the case,
the relationship between activites and partners is also
represented as matrix X in Section 6.
Definition 5 (Data types and owners) A partner
performs an activity. An activity may associate with
data. Data has its owners. Following equations identify
the partner that performs an activity; the partners that
process a datatype and any data should have at least one
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owner; and the activities that a data type is involved
with respectively.
executor : Ac → Pa
accessors: Dt → P(Pa) \ ∅
activities: Dt → P(Ac)
activities(dt) = {ac|dt ∈ dataTypes(ac)}
Table 2 presents a data perspective of the case detailing
ownership and which activitie each data element is
involved in. For example, row 1 of the Table 2 means
that Data1 represents ‘Database of distributor stations
and substations’, REE is the owner of the database.
In the implementation of the case, the relationship
between data and partners (i.e. the owners of data) is
represented as matrix Q and the relationship between
activities and data involved in different activities is noted
as matrix R in Section 6 respectively.
Table 2 further indicates relationship between data
and activities; i.e. different data is used by different
activities. For example, row 1 of Table 2 denotes that
Data1 ‘Database of distributor stations and substations’
is used by Activity 1. Row 5 describes Data 5 ‘BDT
database’ is used by both Activities 7 and 8.
In the implementation of the case, the relationship
between activities and data involved in different
activities is noted as matrix R in Section 6.
Definition 6 (Valid models) Models are valid in
terms of ownership if all activities are valid in terms
of ownership. Activities are valid if activity executing
partners have valid access to all the data needed for the
activity.
ownerValid (ac) = ∀dt [dt ∈ datatypes(ac)
→ (executor (ac) ∈ accessors(dt))]
ownerValid (pm) = ∀ac∈activities(pm) [ownerValid (ac)]
Algorithms 2 and 1 provide concrete implementations of
this validation mechanism.
Algorithm 1 Valid Activity Accessibility to Data
(ownerValid ⊆ Ac)
Input: an activity ac
e ← executor (ac)
for all dt ∈ datatypes(ac) do
if e ∈ accessors(dt) then
return false
{The activity is not valid}
end if
end for
return true
{The activity has no invalid
ownerships}
The above definitions allow us to reason about activities
in a collaborative process as well as later to analyse the
performance of the solutions, e.g. given a collaborative
process model pm
• which partners pa ∈ Pa pm execute which
activities ac ∈ Ac pm in a given process model pm
( activities : Pm × Pa → P(Ac) )?
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Table 2

Data Item Specification

Data
Data 1:
Data 2:
Data 3:
Data 4:
Data 5:

Description of Data
Database of distributor stations and substations
IDs/names of distributor station/substations
Alarm information
Detailed alarm information
BDI database

Data Owner
REE
REE
REE
REE
Distributors

Data 6:
Data 7:

A list of transformer centers
SGC database

Distributors
Distributors

Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data

A list of affected streets and marketers
Confirmation of incident over
Incident detailed notification
Incident information to marketers
Confirmation of publishing incident information
Confirmation of publishing incident information
Confirmation of publishing incident information

Distributors
Distributors
REE
OMEL
Marketer
OMEL
REE

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Used by
Activity 1
Activity 1
Activity 3
Activity 2
Activity 7
Activity 8
Activity 7
Activity 7
Activity 8
Activity 7
Activity 11
Activity 6
Activity 5
Activity 9
Activity 10
Activity 12

Algorithm 2 Valid Process Model Accessibility to Data
(ownerValid ⊆ Pm)
Input: a collaborative process mode pm
for all ac ∈ innerNodes(pm) do
if ac ∈ Ac then
{Invoke Algorithm 1}
if ¬ownerValid (ac) then
return false
{The model is not valid}
end if
end if
end for
return true {The model has no invalid ownerships}

The partner responsible for executing an activity
is retrieved using the executor : Ac → Pa function.
When the activity is to be executed this requires
all data involved in this activity ac ∈ Ac to be
available and have correct ownership as defined
by the ownerValid relationship. The design of
our implementation architecture, experiment, and
performance evaluation are based on the architecture
meta-model. The usage of the architecture meta-model
is further described in Section 5 and Section 7.

• which data items are required when activity ac ∈
Ac pm is executed in a given collaborative process
model pm ( datatypes : Ac → P(Dt) )?

The architecture meta-model forms the basis of our
cloud-based notification systems (CNS). The case of
incident notification in the Spanish electricity system
has a number of properties. The case involves various
parties, some of which are direct competitors, or even
fulfilling the roles of supplier, distributor and competitor
concurrently (this set-up is similar in various other
countries). For commercial reasons, proper separation
between the systems must therefore be maintained.
The nature of incident management is such that
incidents are (relatively) short-lived and all are unique.
At the same time, the electricity system case shows that
high speed of execution (fast notification within minutes
of occurrence) as well as reliability are still expected. In
other words, automation is indicated but flexibility and
cross-organisational capabilities should be included.
To meet the flexibility requirements in our proposed
solution to the case, we use our previously discussed
solution of business process mashup engines (de Vrieze
et al., 2011) and lightweight business process modelling
technology (Xu et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2010).

Both incidents and maintenance can occur in the
electricity grid, transformer stations, and/or transformer
substations. The different collaborative process models
which relate to different situations are stored in
a collaborative process model repository. End users
select a suitable model pm ∈ PM , to deploy it.
Examples of collaborative process models are managing
incident processes (which occur in a transformer
station), managing incident processes (which occur in
a transformer substation), managing incident processes
(which occur in the grid), notification processes of
maintaining transformer stations, notification processes
of maintaining transformer substations, notification
processes for grid maintainance, etc. For each type
process, there are configurable parameters to set for
different situations, which particularly indicate which
activities are executed by which partner with data.

4 Implementation Architecture
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Human task
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Monitoring

User management

Adminstration
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Figure 1

Architecture of the Process Mananagement system

These process-oriented mashup engines are deployed
for all stakeholders of the Spanish electricity system,
which includes OMEL, REE, distributors, transformer
station, transformer substations, and marketers. This
insures that all involved stakeholders can flexibly deal
with incidents. This generic system could also be
used for other applications, such as interruptions or
regular maintenance within transformer or distribution
substations.
In the case of incident notification the collaboration
requirements in the process are limited in that there is
a unidirectional flow in the process (there are no crossorganisational joins). As such this case does not require
full support for fully federated business processes.
Figure 1 presents the architecture of the process
management system that underpins the notification
system. This figure contains both the process
management system as well as external services. These
services provide the implementation of actual business
functionality beyond process management.
The process management system itself consists
of three categories of active components as well
as various datastores. The system itself is highly
service oriented, and different roles are separated
into different (decoupled) interfaces. The platform
management modules provide various functionality that
is used in the administration of the system. Initial
modules would be the management of users (possibly
through a corporate identity system such as active
directory), administration of the process management
system through linking capabilities to roles etc. Finally
the monitoring of the system on a centralised level is

important, both from a resource perspective as from the
perspective of governance.
The design time components focus on the
functionality needed to create or edit processes. Part of
this is a subsystem that provides for the discovery and
selection of web services as stored in a process repository.
This subsystem would find candidate processes while
taking the context (such as the current process model, as
well as the user’s role and past preferences) into account
to reduce the friction in service selection. The process
editor provides for the actual editing and creation of
process models, often by copying and adapting existing
models as well as pre-existing building blocks.
A variety of run-time components is needed for the
execution of processes. Primary is the process engine.
This engine is responsible for composing the invocation
of the web services that make up the activity execution.
It is also responsible to maintain the actual state of
process instances and their associated data. It is however
unaware of the specifics of web services as that is
specified largely in the process models itself, or through
the services used.
There are a number of runtime support services
relevant to the system, primarily for the interaction with
users through tasks. This is implemented through the
concept of a process aware web service that, instead of
responding only on completion, responds with a state
update (and callback information) such that the process
engine and service can update each other on task state
(activity instances that have not been moved to a taken
state can still be freely cancelled, perhaps to satisfy split
constraints, and cancellation would be acceptable until
progression into started).
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Cloud-based Notification Process Model

In cases where users themselves are responsible for
their own processes, they need the ability to monitor
and manage their process instances. This is performed
by a process management interface that provides this
functionality based upon primitive API’s provided by the
process engine. To allow users to find the processes they
need, the process discovery interface provides a socially
linked, context-aware system to find these processes.
After all data sources and invoked services are (semi) automatically indicated, process models are running
as process instances at the runtime. The decentralised
execution of process instances is a centre of the incident
notification system in the incident notification system
case. Although the information needed is not large in
terms of data size (so transfer would not be a technical
challenge) from both distributors and marketers, there
are data sensitivity issues to face. While the information
from the distributors or REE is not commercially
sensitive, the data from the marketers is.
An example of a process model is presented in Figure
2, which could be used within the architecture. For
the purpose of incident and maintenance notifications,
different partners can use the notification systems in
different ways.
Incidents or interruptions can be caused or
observed in different parts of the distributors. Some
sample process models can be modified according to
the situation by the relevant parties. The incident
notification process continually monitors the process
of the repair. The process also ensures information is

consistently published on the Web using the private
process engine.
A common process model could be downloaded from
the collaborative process model repository on the cloud
by a marketer, who can further modify the models. For
example to select different channels, such as sending
Facebook messages and SMS messages for notifications.
A local process editor can be used to allocate the data
(affected customers’ mobile phone number, Facebook ID,
or Twitter ID). The selected model can be run on a
private process-oriented mashup engine.
Maintaining the process model repository and on
providing some common Web services are main concerns
of the solution owner, i.e. OMEL, who provides a process
editor and a process engine for users testing the process
model cloud execution. The other users upload their
data for running their activities when the private process
engine is out of order. A collaborative process which
runs in the cloud can be supported for special cases, e.g.
monitoring the collaborative process.
Supporting regular maintenance notification is
another usage of CNS. For example, regular maintenance
can take place at transformer or distribution substations.
National or local grid maintenance needs coordination
with partners. Sometimes regular maintenance activities
could also be a cause of an incident. Pre-designed
collaborative process models are stored in the repository
for different purposes for sharing and reuse.
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Hypothetic Workload Scenarios

5 Service Improvement
Looking back at the serious incident we mentioned in
Section 2, we see that around where 320,000 people
were affected. There were energy cuts of between 6 to
60 hours on July 23rd , 2007. A lack of information for
the population resulted in disturbances on Barcelona’s
streets. The population’s dissatisfaction was felt by
the government and both companies implied: REE and
ENDESA. The matter was brought to court: around 40
million Euros was demanded by the judge, and 21 million
Euros by the Generalitat (Catalonia government). In
addition, the National Energy Commission punished
both companies. However, it is difficult to know the total
amount of money spent on the incident and the impact
concerning the customers’ switch to other companies
(Sanchez, 2007).
One way to improve notification service improvement
is to increase staff members of call centres. Our paper
(Xu et al., 2015, 2013b) provides detailed simulation
results for different service level objectives. There are
numbers of benefits for our solutions.
• the solution saves the need for extra personnel to
handle extra calls when an incident starts;
• the solution provides a reliable notification process.
Log files can be served as evidences for the future
investigation of responsible partners when affected
customers are not notified.
• the distributors do not have access to contact
details of domestic customers, but nonetheless they
can be held responsible for informing customers;
• the marketers can keep their sensitive customers’
contact information.
Another way to see service improvement is look at
the potential cost of handle an incident. We take
the Barcelona case. 320,000 people roughly equates
to 100,000 households. It takes less than 5 minutes
to send 100,000 SMS messages out1 . The cost of
sending the messages depends on agreements between
each partner with SMS providers but bulk packages
do exist with significant discounts on retail prices.
For analysis purposes, we make two assumptions. The

first assumption is the cost of sending SMS messages.
The cost is assumed as 3.5 Eurocent per message.
The messages related to the incident and updating
information are sent out every a half hour. The second
assumption is amount of SMS messages sent.
Based on these assumptions Figure 3 shows two
hypothetical workload scenarios. The first workload
scenario in Figure 3(a) shows an incident/maintenance
event that initially impacts a large amount of
households. For most households the issues are resolved
early such that no further notifications are required. An
example of such an incident could be a broken cable
where neighbourhoods and other larger groupings of
households are gradually rerouted.
The second workload scenario in Figure 3(b) depicts
an incident/maintenance event that escalates before
slowly being resolved. Initially few households are
impacted, but this amount grows significantly before
the issues are eventually resolved gradually. An example
of such an incident could be cascading failures such as
impacted the North East US in 2003 (Andersson et al.,
2005) where the failure of one substation leads to related
failures across the system.
The total amounts of messages sent are same for both
workload scenarios in Figure 3(a) and (b), all 100,000
households will receive the messages during first six
hours. Later on, only parts of 100,000 households will
receive the related messages. After 60 hours, the incident
was solved, no further messages need to be sent. In the
end, a total of 5,826,000 messages has been sent for a
total costs up to 203,910 Euro for Figure 3(a) and (b).
There are 32 marketers in Spain2 . Depending on how
many customers of each marketer has the cost could be
roughly 6,372 Euros for each marketer. Comparing to
the fine of about 61 million Euros, it is a very economical
and sustainable solution using CNS.
The notification process depends very much on
the efforts of the marketers. There is no effective
mechanism for monitoring the marketers’ notification
efforts. Customer satisfaction will finally determine and
reinforce marketer behaviour. The marketers who did
notify the customers well, will keep their customers while
the marketers with less efforts may lose their customers.
Besides solving the notification problem, as a second
benefit, incident or interruption notification process
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models can be shared among distributors, REE and
marketers. An improved process model can be uploaded
by each stakeholder and managed by the market
operator OMEL. Third, the (Web) services related to
the incident notification process can also be shared to
improve performance. Multiple process mashup engines
run at different sides, which also allow them to function
as backups for each other. In general, a processoriented solution will be able to significantly reduce
the communication time needed to provide adequate
awareness of incident and related information among
domestic and small business customers.

6 Performance Evaluation
To analyse the performance of the solution, we analyse
the time involved in some potential scenarios. Our time
cost model below is based on the time cost model in (Han
et al., 2010). Han’s time cost model focus on business
processes within an organisation. In our research, we
are dealing with multi partners involved collaborative
process models, the new time cost model is thus extended
to support multi-party collaboration.
Aligned with our definitions in Section 4, let us
assume there is an activity ac i ∈ Ac. There are k
different collaborative partners pa k ∈ Pa involved in the
process. The execution time of activity ac i at the partner
pa k is tk (ac i ). Let X be the relation matrix of partners
and activities, X(k,i) = 1 represents that partner pa k
executes activity ac i ; X(k,i) = 0 represents that partner
pa k does not execute activity ac i . The example of the
matrix X for the collaborative process model in Figure
2.


000100010000
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

X=
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
010000100011

the relation of data and its owner. Each row of the
matrix expresses the owners of data and each coloum
denotes which data the owners have. For example, row 3
(11110000010001) means that REE is the owner of Data
1 ‘Database of distributor stations and substations’,
Data 2 ‘IDs/names of sitributor stations/substations’,
Data 3 ‘Alarm information’, Data 4 ‘Detailed alarm
information’, Data 10 ‘Incident detailed notification’
and Data 14 ‘Confirmation of publishing incident
information’.


00000000000100
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Q=
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
00001111100000
Let R be the relation matrix of activities and
data, r(i,j) = 1 represents that activity ac i processes
data dt j ; r(i,j) = 0 represents that activity ac i does
not processes data dt j . An example of the matrix R,
which shows which data will be involved in executing
different activities in Figure 2. Each row denotes
activities and each column indicates data, which used by
different activities. For example, row 3 (00100000000000)
represents that data 3 is used to perform Activity 3
‘Notifying distributors’.


11000000000000
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0


0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0


0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

R=
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
00000000000001
The time estimation model is followed:

Each row represents different partners, each columm
denotes different activities. For example, for row 4
i.e. (0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1), distributors will process
activities ‘Received affected Information’ (activity 2),
‘Monitor disruption and publish info’ (activity 7),
‘Confirming incident over’ (activity 11) and ‘Receive
confirmation of notification’ (activity 12).
Let b be reference bandwidth among involved
partners in bytes per second. If a involves a set of
data items (input and output) D = {dt 1 , dt 2 , ..., dt r }
to be transferred among involved partners, then the
P
, where size
transmission time needed is dt∈D size(dt)
b
is a function representing the size of data.
Let Q be the relation matrix of partners and data.
q(k,j) = 1 represents that data item dt j is located at the
partner pa k side; q(k,j) = 0 means that data item dt j
is not located at the partner pa k side. If ∀k, |x(k,i) −
q(k,j) | = 0, it represents that activity ac i and data dt j are
on the same side. The example of the marix Q specifies

T =

o X
m
X

tk (ac j )X(k,i)
k=1 i=1
o X
m X
n
X
+

k=1 i=1 j=1

size(dt j )
R(i,j) |x(k,i) − q(k,j) |
b

As provided case in Section 2, the process of sending
incident notification to domestic consumers is a highly
collaborative process. Each involved partner needs to
provide data collaboratively. Involved partners are
responsible for correction of their data. According to
the process in Figure 2, besides all marketers, all
participated organisations run their data individually
based. The marketers can decide to send their
customers’ basic contact information to the cloud
owner OMEL for distributing all notifications. Basic
customers’ information should not be extensive on
individual basis, but may involve a large amount of
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households. Alternatively, the marketers can also send
incident notifications to their customers after the OMEL
announcement.
To run the experiment, we distinguish two Internet
network bandwidths: one is among involved enterprises;
and another is between marketers and the cloud. We
classify the execution time of activities into two kinds.
The activities on the marketers’ sides are processing
a (relatively) large volume data where other activities
in other organisations are not. We assume that the
average size of customer data for each marketer is 300
bytes. The ASDL bandwidth is 3 Mbps. Therefore, the
time to transfer data among different partners can be
ignored. In Figure 4, we provide a comparison between
processing notification in OMEL side and processing
notification in individual marketers’ sides. We also
assume that the computing powers and capabilities
available to the marketers (especially pure marketers)
is generally lower than available in the cloud and to
the other stakeholders. When the data is processed by
the marketers, all data needs to be retrieved from CRM
systems. Alternatively basic contact data such as address
and telephone numbers could be provided to OMEL. It
could then directly contact these customers. The speed
of sending notification to domestic customers by OMEL
is certainly faster than the speed of notifications being
sent by individual marketers.
Figure 4 does not consider using elastic cloud
resources. In Figure 5, we provide a comparison
between two scenario workloads (see Figure 3) processing
notifications in OMEL side. The OMEL side uses
auto-scaling (Mao and Humphrey, 2011) to minimize
computing cost in a cloud-based environment. In Figure
4, the dashed line represents the needed computing
power without auto-scaling virtual machines (VRs)
and the solid line denotes the computing power with
auto-scaling VRs involved. In this experiment, the
scaling policies are set as: if the average CPU load
is below 40% for five minutes, the number of virtual
machine is reduced; if the average CPU load is above
70% for five minutes, one new virtual machine is
added (Janiesch et al., 2014). The speed of sending
notifications to domestic customers by OMEL is even

The problem of BPaaS support for collaborative business
processes can be analysed from a number of perspectives.
The first perspective considers collaborative business
management, leading to the second perspective, cloud
solutions for incident management. The following subsections in turn discuss related work in each of these
areas.

7.1 Cloud-based BPM and Collaborative Business
Process Management
A good amount of work on providing cloud-based
business process management has appeared in recent
years. It specially attracts small and medium enterprises.
The business process management services can be used
as a pay-per use manner (Buyya et al., 2008), which
provide the enterprises scalability and lower maintenance
costs. Here are some of major BPM services on the
cloud: Amazon EC2 cloud (Amazon, 2013), IBM’s Blue
Works (IBM, 2013), Ramco OnDemand ERP (Scheer
and Habermann, 2000; Appandairajan et al., 2012), and
Salesforce’s sales cloud and market cloud (Salesforce,
2012). These services are at different cloud levels, i.e.
IaaS BPM, PaaS BPM, and SaaS BPM respectively.
By the nature of our research problem, the research
presented in this paper does not deal with demand of
computing powers or resources. In fact, our motivating
case does not require large data analysis or access
large volume resources, i.e. strong computing power
is not needed. Elastic processes (Stefan et al., 2015)
are subject to change the infrastructure in which
computing storage and network element as well as
applications are added or removed on-demand. One
of infrastructural challenges for elastic processes is
decentralise coordination for process enactment, which
is limited to only see ‘process enactment’ phase. Our
research however covers the process modelling phase,
i.e. supporting common access to a process repository.
The architecture supporting elastic business process
management systems perform process deployment, i.e.
deploy executed business process into different virtual
machines which is not our research in this paper.
Montarnal et al. (2014) proposed a business process
collaboration platform that supports discovery of
potential collaboration partners based upon provided
collaboration goals. In addition it facilitates building
collective business process models based upon the
capabilities of the discovered partners. This is
significantly different from the goals of our research in
that the pool of potential collaborators is not restricted.
In our case there is a defined set of collaborators,
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which however can be made to accommodate changes
such as to enable the (mandated) collaboration. As
such, our work does not concern the identification of
collaboration partners, and neither are those partners
restricted to their current offerings. The collaboration
objective is static, as such automated generation of
models, with the accompanying errors due to incomplete
specification, based upon it is not needed either. Our
research focuses on how to support end users of the
Spanish electricity system in selecting some existing
collaborative processes from process repository. The
end users can further modify their own (linked) copies
according to their needs. By the nature of incident
management, we have also paid attention to reliability
of the system. Therefore, unlike what was proposed
in paper (Montarnal et al., 2014) distributed process
engines are deployed around the collaborative partners
to allow failovers and eliminate single points of failure,
which is also different with the proposed approach.
NetMES system as a distributed manufacturing
environment was proposed and implemented in
(Helo et al., 2014). NetMES, a PaaS solution,
provides information sharing and transferring in the
manufacturing execution platform. In order to support
monitoring, information exchange and other real-time
interactions, cloud technology and service oriented
technology are adopted. Preliminary only information
and messages are exchanged among partners in the
manufacturing executing system. In this paper, we
proposed a BPaaS solution which goes further; it does
not only treat the cloud as a platform of exchange
information. The proposed cloud-based notification
system allows sharing collaborative business process
models. Data and activities distributed in cloud could
be executed among participating parties according to
the selected collaborative business process model.
A cloud-based solution for a television broadcast
company is presented in the papers (Santos and Pires,
2012; Duipmans et al., 2014). The company allows
its audiences to submit their program ideas, which
could contain users’ information, text description and

a short video of their ideas. The computation-intensive
activities, such as conversion and analysis of the video,
are currently executed in the cloud. Video storages are
resource consuming, without using a cloud solution, it
requires further investment to original asset management
system. The original business processes within a single
company are thus move to the cloud and the involved
processes are thus changed into collaborative processes
between local systems and cloud solutions (computing
resources and storage). The benefit of choosing cloudbased solutions for the television broadcast company is
mainly that the company can benefit from the flexibility
of cloud computing resources to meet peak demand and
the unlimited storage space without further investing in
in-house resources. First, our proposed solution is not for
a single organisation. It supports multi-partners involved
collaborative business processes in cloud environment.
Secondly, a shared process executes collaboratively in
the cloud environment. More significantly the proposed
solution supports the changes of processes, ie. selecting,
editing, and executing collaborative process models.
Above mentioned three points makes the significant
difference from our work to their work.

A decentralised collaborative process management
system is presented in (Chen and Hsu, 2001).
In this approach, collaborative process execution is
based on a business process model and the design
of an inter-enterprise collaborative business process
management integrates using E-Carry with E-Speak.
The potential collaboration among partners is hard
code in advance. Our solution supports distributed
collaborative processes in a flexible way, i.e potential
collaboration can be formed selecting collaborative
process models from process repositories and running
them by process-oriented mashup engines. Although the
idea of using collaborative process model to support
business collaboration is common for both solutions, how
to support business collaboration in a flexible way is
different.
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7.2 Cloud-based Solutions for Incident
Management
Cloud-based notification is built upon our previous
research, namely business process mashup engines,
lightweight business process modelling technology,
earlier solutions and related analysis of the solutions.
The design and implementation of a business process
mashup engine is introduced in (de Vrieze et al., 2011),
while the process engines are installed over the cloud.
Lightweight business process modelling principle and
modelling language (Xu et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2010)
are used to specify the process modelling environment.
Special attentions of our research are paid to the enduser aspect which is orthogonal to extending our designs
for cloud-based business process management. A data as
a service solution for the same case is discussed in paper
(Jiang et al., 2012), which is a data central solution.
Papers (Xu et al., 2013b, 2015) presents our earlier
work for implementing cloud-based notification system,
which service improvement are analysed. Resilience of
the proposed solution is another important aspect of
such system, which is analysed in (de Vrieze and Xu,
2015). Significant improvement of this work, we provide
an architecture meta-model as theoretical bases of our
design and performance analysis. Further analysis of
our solution and a detailed performance evaluation are
provided in this paper.

8 Conclusion
BPaaS brings many benefits to business users. A cloudbased BPM solution provides a good opportunity, not
only for small and medium enterprises, but also for
large organisations which seek scalable and flexible
solutions. Business process models are assets for many
enterprises. To achieve business agility, business process
collaboration needs to seamlessly connect local BPM
systems and cloud-based BPM systems. The supported
platform should also link to distributed data and
activities according to business collaborations. This
research is concerned how to support situational based
flexible and agile collaborative process within a cloudbased environment. The proposed solution supports
flexibility of business collaborations by selecting,
editing, and executing the collaborative business
process models. Lightweight business process modelling
technologies, process-oriented mashup engines, and a
process repository are foundations of the proposed
solution of BPaaS.
The architecture meta-model is defined for
supporting collaborative business processes as a
theoretical foundation of the proposed solution.
Lightweight business process modelling technologies
(Xu et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2010), lightweight business
process mashup engines (de Vrieze et al., 2011), and
large collections of process models (Raduescu et al.,
2006; Dijkman et al., 2012) are used to facilitate the
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solution of the incident notification processes to verify
our design.
The core concept of the solution is that incident
notification process models are verified and processoriented mashup engines to help stakeholders respond
to emerging situations triggered by incidents more
intuitively. The architecture supports on-demand and
flexible situational applications which are used to
address timely and immediate customer needs. We would
like point out the existing SaaS ERP solutions e.g.
RAMCO OnDemand ERP cannot allow instantly modify
process models of different incident or maintenance
notifications to fit end users’ needs. Therefore, our CNS
provides a solution in flexible collaborative business
environment that these solutions do not offer.
Our cloud-based notification system can reduce
the negative impact on the community and economy
after an industrial incident occurs. From the end-user
perspective, an effective incident management relies on
instant situation awareness and response.
The case study has demonstrated how BPaaSs for
collaborative processes facilitate in solving a real world
problem effectively. Efficiency of the solution is analysed.
The cost benefit of the solution has also been presented.
Business process-oriented mashup engines are deployed
in most of stakeholders which also improves reliability
of the system(de Vrieze and Xu, 2015). Whilst the
implementation was based on the Spanish electricity
supply system, it can also be applied to other national
electricity supply systems especially for the European
Union countries in compliance with the EU Commission
response on the applicability of art 17 of Regulation
2003/1 to the gas and electricity sectors (Commission of
the European Communities, 2007).
Virtual factory supports integrating ICT technologies
and collaborative applications into traditional
manufacturing practices and processes. This allows
for increased flexibility in manufacturing, mass
customization, increased speed, better quality and
improved productivity. The emergence of service
process modelling describes precisely the composition
of manufacturing and related services. Papers (LatorreBiel et al., 2017),(Bazoun et al., 2016) provides different
technology to simulate discrete event systems. Our
future work will focus on extend the business process
models to construct models of models of discrete event
systems for the purpose of DEVS distributed simulation.
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